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Abstract

The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts has recently developed an implicit coupling approach in the CERA system, where atmospheric 4D-Var and ocean 3D-Var are synchronized using multiple outer iterations in the incremental variational formulation. Since this original work on the outer loop coupling, it has been unclear just how closely does the CERA system with implicit coupled covariances approximates a strongly coupled DA with ensemble based coupled covariances.

A series of single-observation experiments in a perfect twin framework have been conducted to evaluate the effectiveness and the efficiency of the outer loop coupling and the amplitude of the implicit cross-correlations between atmospheric and ocean temperature. They are compared against a coupled assimilation system that explicitly specifies cross-correlations from an ensemble of coupled forecasts. We find that both the implicit outer loop and the explicit ensemble-based methods produce equally skillful estimates of the coupled state in the middle of a 24 hour assimilation window. Our estimates of the rate of the outer loop convergence suggest that atmospheric and ocean states synchronise within the first 6 to 10 hours of the assimilation window. We conclude, that the outer loop coupling is effective when the window is long enough that original imbalances in the atmospheric and ocean increments can synchronise within the length of the assimilation window. On the other hand, we suggest that explicit coupling is preferable for data assimilation systems with short assimilation windows (e.g. 6 hours or less).

1 Introduction

Coupled Data Assimilation (CDA) aims at providing a consistent state estimate of the coupled model, in which observations in one fluid (e.g. ocean surface temperature observations) can correct for errors in the coupled fluid (e.g. the state of the atmosphere). Laloyaux, Balmaseda, Dee, Mogensen & Janssen (2016) proposed to use the outer loop of the atmospheric and oceanic incremental variational formulation as a way to synchronise the information between two otherwise uncoupled assimilation systems. This aims to produce a more consistent and better balanced analysis between the atmosphere and the ocean. In this outer loop coupling, the nonlinear trajectories are produced by the coupled model but the increments are computed independently for the ocean and the atmosphere. If the outer loop is performed only once, assimilation is considered weakly coupled as the coupled model is only used to produce the first-guess trajectory and the potentially unbalanced initial state is only synchronised during the model forecast (Smith et al. 2015). However, if more than one outer loop iteration is used, then some degree of coupling between atmosphere and ocean increments is achieved.

The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) has implemented the coupled model constraint at the outer loop level of the incremental variational formulation as a part of the coupled atmosphere-ocean assimilation system (CERA) (Laloyaux, Balmaseda, Dee, Mogensen & Janssen 2016). This system has been used to produce two different reanalyses at ECMWF which include the atmosphere, ocean, land, ocean waves and sea ice components of the Earth system. The first reanalysis (CERA-20C) reconstructs the past climate and weather over the 20th century (1901-2010) focusing on low-frequency climate variability (Laloyaux et al. 2018). CERA-20C reanalysis does not assimilate the full observing system at any time, but only surface pressure and marine wind observations in the atmosphere, as well as subsurface temperature and salinity profiles in the ocean. The atmosphere has a 125km horizontal grid resolution with 91 vertical levels, from near the surface to 0.01 hPa. The ocean has a one-degree horizontal grid with 42 vertical levels going down to 5350 m with a first layer thickness of 10 meters. The second reanalysis (CERA-SAT) is the second reanalysis dataset spanning 8 years between 2008 and 2016 (Schepers 2018). It is a proof-of-concept for a coupled reanalysis which assimilates the full observing system available in the modern satellite age. Based on a 65km atmospheric...
grid and a quarter of a degree ocean grid (eddy-permitting) with a first layer thickness of one meter. CERA-SAT also evaluates the impact of higher resolution to represent correctly the coupled processes in the atmosphere-ocean analysis.

Besides the reanalysis activities, ECMWF has started to explore the potential of coupled assimilation to initialise the numerical weather forecast. Such an approach has the potential to make better use of satellite measurements and to improve the quality of the forecasts. For example, it has been found that the ocean temperature in the mixed layer is improved in the CERA system when scatterometer data are assimilated, while the impact is neutral in an uncoupled system (Laloyaux, Thépaut & Dee 2016). Coupled assimilation should generate a reduction of initialisation shocks in coupled forecasts by better accounting for interactions between the components. It should also lead to the generation of a consistent Earth-system state for the initialisation of forecasts across all timescales. Some work has been already done in that direction and it has been found that forecasts initialised by separate oceanic and atmospheric analyses do exhibit initialisation shocks in lower atmospheric temperature, when compared to forecasts initialised using the CERA system. Changes in the ocean component can lead to sea surface temperature shocks of more than 0.5K in some equatorial regions during the first day of the forecast (Mulholland et al. 2015). A similar assessment has been conducted at the Met Office with their coupled assimilation system where the coupled model is used to compute the first-guess trajectory (Lea et al. 2015).

We can consider that an outer-loop coupling system is an approximation of a fully coupled 4D-Var system which tries to find an approximation to the same optimal solution by setting the coupled adjoint model and the cross-fluid error covariance at the initial time of the assimilation window to zero. However, outer loop coupling is not the only way to implement a coupled assimilation system. It is possible to relax this approximation by specifying a coupled background error covariance matrix which includes off-diagonal terms to represent the cross-correlation between the atmosphere and the ocean. It is possible to specify this cross covariance using an ensemble of coupled state which samples the coupled flow-dependent background error distribution. However the limited ensemble size will introduce sampling noise and covariance localisation needs to be applied. This approach shows potential for coupled assimilation, but it involves a lot of scientific and technical challenges to be implemented with an operational forecasting model (Frolov et al. 2016, Sluka et al. 2016, Wada & Kunii 2017).

Since the original work of Laloyaux, Balmaseda, Dee, Mogensen & Janssen (2016) on the CERA system, it has been unclear just how much synchronisation does the outer loop achieve or, in other words, how closely does the outer loop coupling approximate a coupled assimilation system where forecast error covariances between the two systems are explicitly modelled. To address this question, a series of single observation experiments in a simplified framework have been conducted assimilating a Sea Surface Temperature (SST) measurement. The impact of the ocean temperature assimilation on the reduction of the air temperature error has been evaluated in CERA and in an Ensemble Kalman Filter that models the coupled covariances explicitly. Different locations in the Pacific ocean and different dates have been selected to study the sensitivity of cross-correlations to the ocean mixed layer depth.

The structure of the paper is as follows. The mathematical formulation of data assimilation and the importance of the background error covariance matrix is reviewed in Section 2. The CERA algorithm is reviewed in Section 3 and the impact of the implicit cross-correlations generated by the outer loop coupling on the convergence of the atmospheric and oceanic variables is illustrated. Atmospheric and ocean increments synchronise during the nonlinear model integrations computed in the CERA algorithm. Section 4 shows how an ensemble of coupled forecasts can be used to estimate explicit cross-correlation and the importance of a proper localisation technique. The series of single observation experiments used to compare the implicit and explicit cross-correlation are described in Section 5. Section 6 shows how closely CERA approximate the state estimate obtained with an explicitly modelled ocean-atmosphere
error covariance. The speed of the response of the atmosphere to changes in the ocean temperature is studied for the CERA system in Section 7. We conclude by discussing the deficiencies of the assimilation methods that we encountered during this study and by discussing how our findings can be applied to coupled data assimilation systems currently in development at other operational centres.

2 Background error covariance in data assimilation

Data assimilation is a procedure, in which a model integration is adjusted on the basis of actual observations. Many assimilation methods are similar in that observations, $y$, are combined with a model-generated state estimate, $x^b$, by minimising a functional

$$J(x) = (x^b - x)^T B^{-1} (x^b - x) + (y - \mathcal{H}(x))^T R^{-1} (y - \mathcal{H}(x))$$

with respect to the model state $x$ (Daley 1991, Kalnay 2003, Rabier 2005). The function $\mathcal{H}$ represents the relationship between model state and observations. By incorporating in $\mathcal{H}$ a forecast model integration and using observations distributed over a time window, (2) becomes a four-dimensional cost function (4D-Var). Otherwise, (2) is a three-dimensional cost function (3D-Var). The matrices $B$ and $R$ represent the covariance operators associated with the background and the observation errors, respectively. These covariance matrices are actually operators that are applied, and never stored explicitly in either variational or ensemble DA schemes. The solution $x^a$ which minimises the functional (2) satisfies the nonlinear equation

$$x^a = x^b + B \left( \frac{\partial \mathcal{H}}{\partial x} \right)^T_{x=x^a} R^{-1} (y - \mathcal{H}(x^a))$$

obtained by setting the gradient of $J(x)$ to zero (Dee 2005). Even though it is not possible to evaluate the solution $x^a$ from this nonlinear equation for operational models, it shows that the correction of the background $x^b$ lies in the subspace spanned by $B$ as it is the last operator that appears in the computation of the analysis increment in (1). $B$ has a correlation part $C$ (a non-diagonal matrix of correlations between the elements of $x$) and a variance part $\Sigma^2$ (a diagonal matrix of variances of the elements of $x$). The covariance matrix $B$ is formed by multiplying respective columns and rows of $C$ by the square roots of the variances

$$B = \Sigma C \Sigma^T$$

(2)

The correlation matrix $C$ spreads out information in space (vertically and horizontally) and to other variables. This effect can be easily seen in a single observation experiment which directly observes one element of the state vector. In this case, the observation operator $\mathcal{H}$ becomes a row vector $H$ of zeroes apart from the element of the state vector that is being observed ($k$-th element), which has value 1. The observation vector $y$ contains only one measurement $y$ and its error variance $R$ is a scalar noted $\sigma^2_o$. With a linear operator $H$, solving the equation (1) is equivalent to solving the Kalman filter equation (Gratton et al. 2011) and the solution of (2) is given by

$$x^a = x^b + BH^T \left( HH^T + R \right)^{-1} (y - Hx^b)$$

(3)

With a single measurement observing the $k$-th element of $x$, equation (3) can be written for each $l$-th element of the state vector $x$ as:

$$x^a_l = x^b_l + \frac{B_{lk}}{B_{kk} + \sigma^2_o} (y - x^b_k)$$

(4)

where the scalar $B_{lk}$ is the background error variance of the element $k$ and the scalar $B_{kk}$ is the background error covariance between the element $k$ and $l$. Even though the observation has been made of element $k$, it
the information has been spread to the other position $l$ with a magnitude proportional to the covariance value $B_{lk}$ (Bannister 2008).

One possibility to implement coupled data assimilation is to treat the atmosphere and ocean as a single system minimising the functional (2) where the state vector $x$ contains the atmospheric and ocean states. In this approach, the full coupled $B$ will include off-diagonal terms to represent the cross-covariances between the atmosphere and the ocean. This will ensure the transfer of information between the two components in the analysis, such as an ocean observation has immediate impact on the atmospheric state estimate and, conversely, assimilation of an atmospheric observation affects the ocean state. This approach presents significant scientific challenges as the cross-correlation between the different geophysical variables at any grid point needs to be estimated (Frolov et al. 2016, Smith et al. 2017, 2018). It also involves a lot of technical developments to merge together the different elements of the atmospheric and ocean assimilation systems which have been typically developed separately for many years. For these reasons, ECMWF has developed a coupled atmosphere-ocean assimilation system called CERA which keeps separate atmosphere and ocean background errors but introduces the coupling via the forecast model integrations computed at the outer-loop level of the incremental variational approach.

3 Correlations and convergence in CERA

ECMWF has been developing a coupled atmosphere-ocean model to produce medium-range, monthly and seasonal forecasts. The coupled model relies on the Integrated Forecast System (IFS) which is an atmospheric model developed in cooperation with Météo-France (ECMWF 2016). It is coupled to several other Earth system components including the ocean model NEMO (Madec 2008). The atmospheric and ocean components are integrated into a single executable with a common time step loop, sequentially calling each component and regridding fields as needed on the different model grids (Mogensen, Keeley & Towers 2012). The CERA-20C resolution (125km horizontal atmospheric grid and 110km horizontal ocean grid) is used in all the experiment reported here (Laloyaux et al. 2018). The model for the evolution of the coupled atmosphere-ocean system can be represented by the equation:

$$\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix}
\bar{x}_{i+1} \\
\bar{x}_{i+1}
\end{bmatrix} &= M_{i+1,i} \begin{bmatrix}
\bar{x}_i \\
\bar{x}_i
\end{bmatrix},
\end{align*}$$

where $M_{i+1,i}$ is the integration of the nonlinear coupled forecast model between time $t_i$ and $t_{i+1}$ from the atmospheric state $\bar{x}_i$ and the ocean state $\bar{x}_i$. A bar above a character is used to denote the upper fluid (i.e. the atmosphere) and a bar below a character is used to denote the lower fluid (i.e. the ocean).

The CERA system is based on a common 24-hour assimilation window shared by the atmosphere and the ocean to ingest simultaneously atmospheric and ocean observations. It is built upon the incremental variational approach which consists of an iterative solution to (2) with a pair of nested loops (Courtier et al. 1994, Veerse & Thépaut 1998). The outer loop integrates the coupled nonlinear forecast model over the 24-hour assimilation window, producing a four-dimensional state estimate($\bar{x}^k$, $\bar{x}^k$) and the observation misfits ($\delta\bar{y}^k$, $\delta\bar{y}^k$). This is summarised in Algorithm 1 at lines 3 and 4. The inner loop minimises a linearised version of the variational cost function (2) for the control variable increments, using a preconditioned conjugate-gradient-like (CG) method (Tshimanga et al. 2008). This minimisation is done separately in CERA for the atmosphere and the ocean (line 5) using their original background error matrices (B and B) and their original linearised observation operators (H and H). For the atmosphere, a tangent linear approximation of the forecast model is included in H. In the ocean, the minimisation of the linearized cost function is computed by the NEMOVAR system. It is 3D-Var configuration where no ocean dynamic is taken into account in the operator H (Mogensen, Balmaseda & Weaver 2012). Finally,
the initial conditions are updated with the increments (line 6) and the next outer iteration can start by integrating the coupled nonlinear model from the new initial conditions. The CERA system computes a fixed number of outer iterations (usually 2 or 3) and a final coupled model integration is performed (line 8) to produce the analysis trajectory valid over the 24-hour window.

Algorithm 1 CERA system

1: Initialisation from the background
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{x}_0^0 \\
\tilde{x}_0^b
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{x}_0^b \\
\tilde{x}_0^b
\end{bmatrix}
\]

2: for k=0,1,...,N do

3: Integrate the nonlinear model
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{x}_k^0+1 \\
\tilde{x}_k^b+1
\end{bmatrix} = M_{i+1} \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{x}_k^0 \\
\tilde{x}_k^b
\end{bmatrix}
\]

4: Compute the observation departures
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\delta y_k^x \\
\delta y_k^y
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
y_k^x \\
y_k^y
\end{bmatrix} - \begin{bmatrix}
H \tilde{x}_k^x \\
H \tilde{x}_k^y
\end{bmatrix}
\]

5: Minimise the linearised problems
\[
J^k(\delta \tilde{x}) = (\delta \tilde{x} - \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{x}_b - \tilde{x}_0^b \\
\tilde{x}_b - \tilde{x}_0^b
\end{bmatrix})^T B^{-1} \left( \delta \tilde{x} - \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{x}_b - \tilde{x}_0^b \\
\tilde{x}_b - \tilde{x}_0^b
\end{bmatrix} \right) + \begin{bmatrix}
H^k \delta \tilde{x} - \delta y_k^x \\
H^k \delta \tilde{x} - \delta y_k^y
\end{bmatrix}^T \begin{bmatrix}
R^{-1} \\
R^{-1}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
H^k \delta \tilde{x} - \delta y_k^x \\
H^k \delta \tilde{x} - \delta y_k^y
\end{bmatrix}
\]

6: Update initial condition
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{x}_0^{k+1} \\
\tilde{x}_0^{b+1}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{x}_0^{k} \\
\tilde{x}_0^{k}
\end{bmatrix} + \delta \tilde{x}_k^k
\]

7: end for

8: Produce the analysis trajectory
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{x}_0^{N+1} \\
\tilde{x}_0^{b+1}
\end{bmatrix} = M_{i+1} \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{x}_0^N \\
\tilde{x}_0^b
\end{bmatrix}
\]

In the CERA system, the transfer of information between the two components is not done through a coupled background error matrix, but using the coupled model as a constraint during the nonlinear model integrations. At every coupling time step during the nonlinear model integration, the ocean model transfers the sea surface temperature and the surface currents estimate to the atmosphere. These are used to update radiation (solar and non-solar) and evaporation minus precipitation fields which will be sent back to the ocean model. The coupled model constraint induces implicit cross-correlations between the atmosphere and the ocean within the assimilation process which ensures a consistent estimate of the coupled state. By setting the gradient of the linearised problem \(J^k(\tilde{x})\) to zero, the optimal increment is given by

\[
\delta \tilde{x}_k^k = \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{x}_b - \tilde{x}_0^b \\
\tilde{x}_b - \tilde{x}_0^b
\end{bmatrix} + \tilde{B} H^T (\tilde{H}^k \tilde{B} H^k + \tilde{R})^{-1} \begin{bmatrix}
\delta y_k^x - \tilde{H}^k \left( \tilde{x}_b - \tilde{x}_0^b \right)
\delta y_k^y - \tilde{H}^k \left( \tilde{x}_b - \tilde{x}_0^b \right)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where \(\tilde{x}_0^b\) is the background and \(\tilde{x}_0^b\) is the initial condition estimated at the \(k\)-th outer iteration. This equation shows that the atmospheric increment computed at each outer iteration depends on the observation misfit \(\delta y_k^k\) which has been computed by the coupled model using the updated atmospheric and ocean initial condition (\(\tilde{x}_k^0\) and \(\tilde{x}_0^b\)). The operator \(\tilde{H}^k\) which linearises \(\tilde{H}\) around \(\tilde{x}_k^k\) also depends on the nonlinear model trajectory. This coupling is illustrated in Figure 1 where a single SST observation valid in the middle of the 24 hour window is assimilated. Figure 1 shows the temperature vertical profiles through
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the fluid interface for the different CERA iterates at the observation time when two outer iterations are computed. Starting from the background, the CERA system produces a sequence of iterates to fit the ocean observation. The misfit with the observation is reduced in the ocean at each outer iteration and the error in the atmospheric state is decreased thanks to the implicit cross-correlation generated by the coupled model constraint.

Due to computational budget and timeliness issues in reanalysis and NWP, the sequence of incremental problems has to be fixed (between 2 and 4 outer iterations). Each incremental problem is solved approximately, using an iterative conjugate-gradient-like (CG) method (Tshimanga et al. 2008) and performing only from 20 to 50 inner iterations. In Figure 1, the CERA algorithm converged after two outer iterations for the single observation experiment. In general, the convergence rate depends on the nonlinearity of the forecast model, the length of the assimilation window, and on the nonlinearity of the observations (Tremolet 2005). To illustrate this, the CERA system was run over a week, using 3 outer iterations and assimilating surface and subsurface conventional observations. Figure 2 shows the norm of the increment computed at each outer iteration normalised by the total increment. We found that the atmospheric variables of the coupled system require more outer iterations to converge (red lines in Figure 2). For example, the atmospheric heat and freshwater flux were still adjusted by CERA after the third outer iteration. The magnitude of the increments computed at the third outer iteration is still 30% of the total increment. This is not surprising as these variables depend on the whole atmospheric column and involve nonlinear processes. On the other hand, the deep ocean converged almost in one outer iteration (blue lines in Figure 2) as the magnitude of the ocean temperature increment at 500 meters changes by less than 10% at the second and third iterations. Oceanic fields in the deep layer (at 500 m depth) changes very slow. They are almost stationary in 24 hours and atmospheric influence is also small. Thus, 3DVAR without outer loops is enough for analysis of the deep layers if short assimilation window like 24 hours is adopted.
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Figure 2: Norm of the increment computed at each outer iteration of the CERA system normalised by the total increment. Surface and subsurface conventional observations have been assimilated in this experiment.

4 Correlations in coupled ensemble forecast

Besides the CERA system, another possibility to implement a coupled data assimilation is to treat the two components as a single system minimising the functional (2) where the state vector $x$ contains the atmospheric and ocean geophysical variables (Nozomi et al. 2008, Smith et al. 2015). This approach allows the introduction of an estimate of the fully coupled background error covariance matrix $B$ which includes off-diagonal terms to explicitly represent the cross-correlation between the atmosphere and the ocean. These terms can be estimated from an ensemble of coupled forecasts which sample the coupled flow-dependent background error distribution. Having such an ensemble is challenging as only small size ensembles are affordable in operational environments.

An ensemble of such coupled models is available as a part of the CERA-20C reanalysis and was generated using the Ensemble of Data Assimilation (EDA) technique (Bonavita et al. 2016). The entire length of the CERA-20C record has 10 members but for the February 2005 and August 2005 that were used in this study, we increased the number of members to 25. In each member, observation are perturbed and different sea surface temperature and model physics are used. Observation errors are represented by perturbations sampled from the assumed observation error covariance matrix $R$. The sea surface temperature fields are not directly perturbed but different realisations are provided as part of the HadISST2 product (Titchner & Rayner 2014). Note that the 10 different available members in HadISST2 are used several times. The model physics is perturbed in a stochastic way, adding perturbations to the physical tendencies to simulate the effect of random errors in the physical parameterisations (Buizza et al. 1999, Palmer et al. 2009).

Figure 3 shows the correlation map between SST and surface air temperature among ensemble members averaged over February 2005 (a) and August 2005 (c). It confirms seasonal and regional patterns of correlations between air temperatures and SST that were first documented in (Feng et al. 2018). Specifically, we see year-round strong correlation in the Tropical East Pacific (TEPAC) region and weak correlations in the tropical West Pacific. Feng et al. (2018) attribute this pattern to persistent shallowing of the mixed layer depth in the Tropical East Pacific region and presence of strong convective weather in the Warm Pool area of the Western Pacific that disrupts the ocean-atmospheric correlations. Similar to Feng et al. (2018), we also observe a strong seasonal cycle of correlations in the mid-latitudes, where correlations...
are high in the local summer when the mixed layer is shallow and the correlations are low in winter when
the mixed layer is deep. However, the magnitude of the correlation in our studies are lower than in Feng
et al. (2018) because our correlations are instantaneous (or averages of instant correlations) while they
computed correlations of monthly averaged perturbations. We believe that their estimates are unrealistic
for use in coupled data assimilation. Additionally, the panels (b) and (d) of Figure 2 show that instanta-
neous correlations have local variations and high temporal variability, due to intermittent interactions of
ocean and atmospheric features and due to ensemble sampling errors.

Figure 3: Absolute value of the correlation between SST and surface air temperature among ensemble members.
(a) Average of daily correlations for February 2005; (b) daily correlation for 2005/02/10; (c) average of daily
correlations for August 2005; (d) daily correlation for 2005/08/21. The isolines of 0.1 and 0.4 monthly average
correlations are shown in gray. Red triangles show locations of the single observation experiments.

4.1 Ensemble localization

As the ensemble size used to estimate the cross-correlation is limited, techniques are needed to filter
the sampling noise. The most popular is covariance localisation, which relies on a Schur (i.e., element
by element) product of the sample covariance matrix with a positive definite correlation matrix. Merg-
ing the theories of linear filtering and covariance sampling, Ménétier et al. (2015a,b) derived a method
to diagnose localisation functions that reduce the sampling noise present in any ensemble-based co-
variance matrix, while preserving the signal of interest. The left panel of Figure 4 shows the vertical
cross-correlations between SST and the atmosphere-ocean column at the location (130°W, 0°N) on 21st
August 2005. The raw background error correlations based on the 25 member ensemble forecasts are in
blue, while the localised background error correlations from Ménétier et al. (2015a,b) are in red. The
localisation function has been plotted separately on the right panel of Figure 4. The raw ensemble corre-
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lations were able to estimate the correlations between the temperatures in the coupled ocean-atmosphere state. Specifically, we found a moderate correlation of 0.4 between SST and the lower levels of the atmosphere. However, the raw correlations appear noisy because of the limited ensemble size (see for example the correlations between SST and temperature errors in the upper atmosphere). The spurious correlations appear to be strongly attenuated with the localisation function but not fully removed in the resulting localised error correlations (see for example, the noise in the correlation between SST and the deep ocean below 1000 meters). Indeed, the localisation function diagnosed from Ménétrier et al. (2015a, b) is also noisy because of the limited ensemble size (25 members). To fully remove these spurious correlations, several solutions could be considered and combined:

- averaging the localisation diagnostic over several cycles to get a cleaner localisation function,
- fitting the localisation diagnostic with a smooth parametric function, for example using the static coupled localization of (Frolov et al. 2016),
- developing a hybrid localisation method that would use the extended localisation theory of Ménétrier & Auligne (2015) to linearly combine a localised ensemble-base covariance matrix with a climatological background error covariance matrix.

When we examined the cross-correlation between SST and the atmosphere-ocean column, we found support for the relationship between the depth of the mixed layer and the coupling of errors in the atmosphere-ocean state. In the TEPAC region, and in the North Pacific (NPAC) and South Pacific (SPAC) regions at local summer-time, we found shallow mixed layer depth (about 50 metres in TEPAC and 25 metres in NPAC and SPAC) that translates to moderate correlations of SST errors and air temperature errors in the atmospheric boundary layer. The average correlation between SST and the first atmospheric layer was about 0.25 for the shallow mixed layer depth cases. However, the mixed layer depth was about 200 metres in the NPAC and 100 metres in the SPAC regions at local winter-time. This results in zero
correlation between SST and the atmospheric boundary layer (Figure 5). It is important to note that the raw ensemble correlations were in fact non-zero, but these non-zero sample correlations were completely obviated when the localisation function was applied.

While the vertical profiles presented in Figures 4 and 5 focus only on the correlations between SST and atmosphere-ocean temperature, Figure 6 shows the full coupled vertical background correlation of temperature on the 21st August 2005 for the location (130°W, 0°N) when it is estimated from the raw ensemble (a) and localised (b). In the localised background error, temperature correlations between the atmosphere and the ocean are visible (see black arrows), as well as temperature correlation in the atmospheric surface boundary layer and the shallow ocean mixed layer.

5 Configuration of the single observation experiments

To compare the effectiveness of the implicit cross-correlation induced by the CERA system and presented in Section 3 with the explicit cross-correlation found in the ensemble of coupled forecast in Section 4, a series of single observation experiments has been conducted. The atmosphere-ocean forecast model is using a one hour coupling frequency. The resolution is set as in the CERA-20C reanalysis (125km horizontal atmospheric grid and 110km horizontal ocean grid). A perfect twin experiment setup is used to evaluate the error reduction. One member of the EDA system is assumed to be the truth run and another member of the EDA system is assumed to be the background. The SST measurement is taken from the truth after 12 hours and at 5 meter depth. No observation noise has been added and the standard deviation of the observation error ($\sigma_o = 0.01$) is significantly smaller than the one of the background error ($\sigma_b = 0.2$) which has been derived from the EDA system. This framework allows to see how the assimilation of the single SST observation will correct the background and reduce the error from the truth state.

Following Feng et al. (2018), we select three locations to conduct the single observation experiments. Each location is within a distinct area of average atmosphere-ocean coupling (Figure 2). The Tropical East Pacific (TEPAC) location (130°W, 0°N) is in the region of strong coupling. The North Pacific
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Figure 6: Temperature coupled background error on the 21st August 2005 for the location (130°W, 0°N) from the raw ensemble (a) and localised (b).

(NPAC) and the South Pacific (SPAC) locations are in mid-latitudes that exhibit seasonal cycle of coupling: one in the Kuroshio extension region (160°E, 40°N) and one in the South East Pacific (90°W, 30°S). For each location, we have selected three dates in February 2005 and three dates in August 2005 such as we have 18 single observation experiments in total.

To assess the effectiveness of the explicit cross-correlations to transfer the information from the SST measurement to the ocean and the atmosphere, the Kalman filter update (3) has been computed at the observation time using the same background trajectory as in the CERA system and the two flow dependent coupled covariance matrices presented in Figure 6 which are computed from 25 EDA members and localized using Ménétier et al. (2015a,b). To make the implementation of the Ensemble Kalman filter feasible, the state $x$ contains only a vertical one-dimensional column including the atmospheric and the ocean temperature. The analysis computed with the CERA system and with the explicit cross-correlations computed using the Kalman filter can be compared at the observation time. Note that the CERA system has access to the nonlinear coupled dynamics of the model which include horizontal processes, while the Ensemble Kalman filter is solved for a vertical one-dimensional column in the middle of the 24 hour CERA assimilation window.
Comparisons between explicit and implicit coupled estimates

We found that CERA produced reliable estimates of the coupled state as measured by the reduction of the surface air temperature error in response to the assimilation of the SST observation. This has been summarised in Figure 7 which shows the atmospheric surface temperature RMS error for the background (dark blue) and the CERA system (light blue) for different locations and seasons. As expected, the error reduction in CERA is larger when the mixed layer depth is shallow as more coupling occurs in this situation.

For the TEPAC region and the deep mixed layer regions, the errors in the CERA system is comparable to the error obtained with the explicit localised coupled background covariances (compare light blue and yellow bars). For example, the panel (a) of Figure 8 shows the results of one single observation experiment in the TEPAC region on the 31st August 2005. The ocean and atmospheric background errors are represented by the blue and red dotted lines respectively. The CERA analysis trajectory is plotted using star markers. The Kalman filter update has been computed at the observation time (after 12 hours) from the ocean and atmospheric background valid at that time. Square markers show the results with the raw ensemble correlations and the triangle marker with the localised correlations. Note that no blue triangle has been plotted as it will superpose on the blue square since the localisation value is equal to one at the top of the ocean (see Figure 4 and Figure 5). In response to the assimilation of the SST observation in CERA, the ocean SST was increased by 0.5 C (difference between the two blue lines). The air temperature also increased, achieving almost zero error at 12 hour mark when the SST observation was assimilated. The two Kalman filter estimates using the raw covariances (square) and localised (triangle) covariances agree closely with the CERA analysis.

For the shallow mixed layer regions, the error in the CERA system is smaller than the error with explicit background covariances (compare light blue, green and yellow bars in Figure 7). Looking at the panels (b) and (d) of Figure 8, the ocean analyses fit very well the SST observation with almost zero error for the different estimates. However, the raw ensemble correlation between SST and the atmosphere seems to be too strong and the response of the atmosphere to the correction of the SST error is too large. The SST was corrected by 0.5 C in panel (b) which also resulted in a 0.4 C correction in the air temperature while the
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Figure 8: Background and analysis errors for the ocean and atmospheric surface temperature over the assimilation window. The ocean and atmospheric background errors are represented by the blue and red dotted lines respectively. The CERA analysis trajectory is plotted using star markers, the Kalman filter analysis valid at the observation time is plotted with a square markers (raw correlations) and a triangle marker (localised correlations).

optimal atmospheric response should be less than 0.1 C. Using localisation attenuates the overcorrection of the atmospheric errors due to the possible overestimate of the coupled correlations. The red triangle markers in panel (b) and (d) show that localised estimate have a smaller atmospheric error.

While the Kalman filter analyses fit closely the SST observations in all the experiments, the CERA system produces an estimate with a systematic larger error at the surface of the ocean when the mixed layer is deep. This situation is illustrated on the panel (c) of Figure 8 where the CERA ocean analysis error is 0.2 at the observation time. The reason of this behaviour is linked to the specification of the static ocean background covariance matrix used in the incremental variational formulation presented at line 5 of Algorithm 1 (Mogensen, Balmaseda & Weaver 2012). The vertical correlation between the ocean levels does not depend on the mixed layer depth which means that the information from a SST observation is not transferred to all the levels in the mixed layer. As a consequence, the increment produced at the beginning of the assimilation window is confined in the first few levels and will vanish in the first few time steps of the model integration. This undesirable effect is not due to the coupling strategy in CERA,
but to some flaws in the ocean background error specification. Work is ongoing to implement an ocean vertical correlation which depends on the mixed layer depth.

7 Timescales of synchronisation

The case studies presented in Figure 8 show that it takes several hours for CERA to synchronise the air temperature from a SST correction made at the beginning of the assimilation window. This can be seen by comparing the evolution of the atmospheric background (dotted red line) with the atmospheric analysis (red line with star markers). This response time of the atmospheric surface temperature increment to the assimilation of the SST observation has been illustrated in Figure 9 where the evolution of the size of the atmospheric increment normalised by the size of the SST increment at the same valid time is plotted. To characterise the timescale, we grouped TEPAC, shallow mid-latitudes, and deep mid-latitude cases together.

![Figure 9: Time series of atmospheric surface temperature increment normalized by SST increment at the same valid time in the single observation experiments (Tropical East Pacific (a), shallow mixed layer cases for NPAC and SPAC (b), and deep mixed layer cases for NPAC and SPAC (c)). Plotted is the magnitude of the atmospheric increment in the CERA outer loop normalised by the magnitude of the SST perturbation (grey lines are the single observation experiments and black lines are the means).](image)

When the cross-correlations are large (TEPAC and shallow mixed layer, panels (a) and (b) in Figure 9), the coupled model takes between 6 to 12 hours to transfer the information from the ocean increment to the atmosphere. At that point, the normalised atmospheric increment reaches a plateau which shows that the atmosphere and the ocean has reached some kind of consistency and balance. This transfer of information is faster in the TEPAC region (an average of 6 hours) and longer in mid-latitudes (an average of 12 hours). When the cross-correlations are small (deep mixed layer, panel (c) in Figure 9), the atmospheric response is not as clear. One reason is the ocean increment confined in the first few
levels when the mixed layer is deep. As the whole mixed layer column has not been corrected, the ocean increment will vanish after few time steps of the coupled model and the atmosphere does not have the time to adjust to it. This should be corrected by the implementation of ocean vertical correlation which depends on the mixed layer depth.

8 Summary and conclusions

This paper has studied the implicit cross-correlations generated by the CERA atmosphere-ocean coupled assimilation system developed at ECMWF. They have been compared to explicit cross-correlations computed from an ensemble of coupled forecast. The series of single observation experiments suggest that oceanic and atmospheric increments can be effectively synchronised by either the implicit coupled analysis based on CERA or by the explicit coupled analysis based on coupled ensemble error covariance. Despite the similarities measured in the middle of the 24 hour assimilation window where the SST single observation is valid, some differences exist.

We found that it took between 6 and 12 hours for the outer loop coupling to synchronise the coupled increments. In contrast, coupled error covariances can be specified at the beginning of the window, hence resulting in the synchronised initial conditions. This finding suggests that a long assimilation window (at least 12 hours) is necessary for CERA to be an effective strategy for coupled data assimilation. This finding is consistent with an interpretation that a long-window 4DVAR shifts the burden of specifying initial time covariances to the burden of providing accurate models of forward and backwards dynamics. For shorter 6-hour assimilation windows, the benefit of the outer loop strategy might be smaller and the use of a coupled initial time covariance more beneficial.

Based on our findings, we propose three strategies to alleviate the limited positive impact of the outer loop coupling in forecast systems that are embedded in a short (6 hour) operational analysis cycle. The first strategy takes place when the information from one assimilation cycle is transferred to the next cycle. In most operational centres, the analysis close to the end of the window is used as the background for the next assimilation cycle and the model is integrated from it to produce the so-called first-guess trajectory. To increase the length of the model integration and enhance the synchronisation of the increments, the analysis at the beginning of the previous assimilation window could be used as the initial condition to produce the first-guess trajectory. This will increase the integration time and should provide a more consistent and balanced model trajectory. This longer warm-up strategy can be further aided using the incremental analysis update (IAU) initialisation as currently used by the UK Met Office to balance the initial state of the atmospheric model before the next assimilation cycle (Lorenc et al. 2015).

Some operational centres use a short assimilation window as they need a new analysis every 6 hours to initialise a new forecast. The second strategy is to use longer overlapping assimilation windows in a way that a new analysis is still produced at the required times (Fisher et al. 2011). One could imagine an assimilation system with a 24-hour assimilation window shifting every 6 hours by 6 hours. Such system will produce the required initial conditions to produce forecasts every 6 hours while allowing enough time to synchronise the two components. Such assimilation systems with overlapping analysis have been fraught upon by the community because they violate some assumptions by assimilating observations twice and hence correlating forecast and observational errors. However, several mathematically rigorous ideas have emerged recently that pave path for assimilation with overlapping windows. Data could be thinned in a way that overlapping windows do not use the same data twice (Bonavita et al. 2017), the first guess trajectory and the linearisation trajectory could be decoupled (Elias Holm, personal communication, 2017), or the observation errors could be inflated when the same data is assimilated multiple
times (Bocquet & Sakov 2014).

A third strategy to mitigate the effects of short operational window, is to use different assimilation windows in the ocean and atmosphere. For example, the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory is currently developing a system where atmospheric 4D-Var system operates on a traditional 6-hour assimilation cycle but the ocean 3D-Var system operates on a longer 24-hour assimilation cycle. That is 4 atmospheric DA cycles are performed for one ocean cycle, with all short forecasts performed using a fully coupled model. In such a system, it is reasonable to expect that the atmospheric state can be brought into balance with the ocean update within the 24-hour ocean assimilation cycle.

As mentioned earlier, the outer loop coupling provides only a first approximation to the fully coupled 4DVAR. Ideally, the outer loop coupling will be augmented by both the coupled adjoint and the specification of the initial time coupled covariances. Such systems could mitigate for the deficiencies of the ensemble based coupled covariance specification and for the cases where the coupled model will not be able to synchronise the unbalanced increments. For example, when ice velocities are assimilated (Barth et al. 2015, Meier et al. 2000), the analysed ice velocities do not persist unless the atmospheric analysis has a corresponding change in surface winds. Another example is a slow coupling of the SST variation and convection over the warm pool area (Fujii et al. 2009, Saha et al. 2010). To properly resolve such slow coupling, the CERA outerloop will need to be increased far beyond the current 24 hours which is impractical with a high-resolution atmospheric model. Instead it will be possible to specify coupled, ensemble-informed covariances at the initial time. From an ensemble perspective, more work is needed to develop effective cross-fluid localisation strategies that can combine the adaptive localisation of (Ménétrier et al. 2015a,b) that is noisy for small ensemble sizes and a more predictable but suboptimal performance of a static coupled localisation, such as the one used in Frolov et al. (2016).

As forecasts progress towards coupled modelling in the different operational NWP centres, interactions between the different Earth system components need to be fully taken into account, not only during the forecast but also for the definition of the initial conditions of the forecasts. The outer loop coupling strategy developed initially at ECMWF for the atmosphere and the ocean has been extended to the assimilation of sea-ice concentration. Work is ongoing to investigate how the coupling with the land and the wave assimilation systems could be improved in the future.
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